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Justin Smith Morrill

• Land Grant Act 1862
• “… better agricultural 

instruction, so the land 
could yield more and 
renew itself”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photo (do you know who this is?) JUSTIN SMITH MORRILL.AUTHOR OF 1862 Land Grant Act“Morrill was troubled by the wasteful ways in which Americans depleted the soil. In his way, he was an early environmentalist, advocating for better agricultural instruction, so the land could yield more and renew itself. ““The result was nothing less than the creation of a new educational order for the United States. …new kinds of universities came into existence, with a broad reach and a public purpose.”



Have we kept that trust?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Agriculture and protection of natural resources were paramount in the vision of Morrill Act in 1862. Many of the nations top wildlife and waterfowl programs were hatched in those land-grant institutions. Wildlife and waterfowl were as much a part of the land as the farmer’s fieldIn the late 1920s, wildlife management, as a curriculum, was born by Aldo Leopold at UW-Madison, the land-grant university of WI.  Our land-grant mission – our congressional responsibility – was to prepare our nations youth, and to open the doors to all – to manage our lands and the resources therein wisely.Now, over 150 years later, we must ask the question – have we kept that trust? And for those of us with an interest in waterfowl and wetlands, have we kept that trust in our mission to train the future generation of waterfowl and wetland professionals?
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Changing times

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Changing times:  More Ducks but Fewer Hunters and increasingly urban population�A challenging conundrum for conservation



Changing times
• Recruitment, retention and reactivation of hunters
• Engaging a broader constituency
• What to do, how to do it and where to do it?
• WHO will do it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much concern expressed over loss of hunters, loss of traditions, and the need to engage a broader constituency (2012 NAWMP Revision)Most of this focused on the users of waterfowl and wetland resources Big focus (HD) on hunter recruitment, retention and reactivation (3 R’s)Much strategizing (and agonizing) over what to do, how to do it, and where to do it?But have we overlooked a critical question – WHO will do it?Who will replace our retiring waterfowl professionals and conservation leaders?



This talk

• The future of waterfowl & wetlands 
conservation depends not only on $$$ and
acres, but also professionals with necessary 
skills

• Are we losing our capacity to train?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal: to address this issue head on, raise awareness and maybe even a bit of an alarmCONSERVATION DOES NOR OCCUR WITHOUT PEOPLEWaterfowl and wetland management has been at the vanguard of wildlife conservation in North America for over 100 years AND, as a result, we have produced some of the very best scientists and conservationists in the world.The future of waterfowl DEPENDS CRITICALLY on our future waterfowl and wetland professionals – they will build that future �… but who is building them?Are we losing the capacity to train the next gen.



An endangered species – waterfowl faculty at 
76 University Natural Resource programs

Kaminski 2002, 2013
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Presentation Notes
Loss of waterfowl professorsLoss of training capacity



“I like to play indoors better 'cause that's 
where all the electrical outlets are”

Eroding Education

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fundamental change in how society/humans/next generation interacts with nature.And this is true of our current generation of wildlife students



Eroding Education

Who’s minding the marsh?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who will be the next duck biologist - this young fellow out for his first day in the marsh, carrying a greenhead almost as big as him?Or little Stevie Jobs Jr. and his pal Billy Gates Jr.  learning to play “duck hunter” on their cell phones?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the worrisome part.  This is an issue we face in society as a whole and that is a huge challenge, especially as we think about the next generation of supportersBUT it is also an issue in our wildlife majors and I am here to sound the alarm.Reduction of traditional interestsStill an interest in outdoors, but from a different experiential backgroundAnd these are wildlife majors who will go on to jobs in wildlife agencies and become decision masersNOTE: these are CA kids so may not represent all wildlife programs (The “Left Coast); we are staring a survey to assess nationally
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is not a new observation and not unique to waterfowl; national phenomenon (several studies in TWS, WSB since 1990’s)Rupp’s figure illustrates the disconnect between university and agenciesA new model for evaluating the potential disconnect between academia and agencies. The disparate trajectories portray the rate of change as agencies and academic programs shift from traditional, population-based management to a more holistic, ecosystem-based approach at different rates.



A pilot survey
• Asked two sets of questions:

1. Importance of a variety of skills 
2. Change in training and skill level

• Faculty in US & Canadian universities who teach and 
conduct research on waterfowl & wetlands (N=15)

• Sample of partners in agencies and NGOs in all four 
flyways (N=48)

• Response rate: 27% (63/236)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The four presenters are all quantitative scientists and so we like data (bunch of egg-heads). We wanted to get a better feel on just what our community thought. So we developed a pilot surveyAsked two sets of questionsImportance of a variety of skills (list major categories?Respondents opinion of change in trainingSent to all faculty in US and Canadian universities who teach and conduct research on waterfowl and wetlandsSent to sample of partners in agencies and NGOs in all four flyways49 skills/traits in 7 categories (happy to share with anyone) 



Turning Point
In your opinion/experience, are current wildlife 

/ waterfowl graduates and recent hires:

1) Better trained than in the past 10-30 years
2) Same
3) Less

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But before show our results, want to ask your opinionPut a stake in the ground.



Waterfowl & Wetland Ecology, and Field Experience
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Needs remain, but skills declineOver 50% felt graduates are less skilled today.  WOW.That alone is a wake-up call



Less Same More

Low Med High

Role of Hunting
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two points: (1) Our colleagues feel that an understanding and appreciation for the role of hunting in waterfowl and wetland management is still very important This is, after all, a key component of the North American Model of Wildlife management(2) But over 70% of respondents felt that todays graduates new less and were less informed



Quantitative & Spatial Analysis
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an area where I personally few that waterfowl biologists have surpassed many in the natural resource fieldStill viewed as being highly importantThanks to the Jim Nichols of the world, we have strong capacity in quantitative training and skills



Conservation Biology
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contrast the shift we are seeing in student’s interests changing from a population-based management focus to an ecosystem-based conservation focusIn terms of importance, our respondents felt that our – while both important fields, training in population ecology was of greater valueBut the skill set of students had shifted the other way – better trained in conservation biology than population biologyNot saying this is a good or bad thing (both very important) but does illustrate the shift in emphasis we are seeingAnd supports Rupp’s thesis that there is some degree of practical dissonance between what students are trained in and what waterfowl agencies and NGOs feel is most important



Policy & Communication
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Presentation Notes
And here is a big gap in our training, but really at the heart and should of NAWMP



Social Media
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Highlights how this generation learns and connects differently (including hunters)Not a surpriseBut this should be a wakeup call that how this generation receives, processes and responds to information is very very different from our past traditions and perspectives Can ignore – at our peril – or understand and engageNeed to wake up and smell the Café latte with triple mocha and a dash of nutmegHats off to DU and other organizations for realizing that social media IS the medium that many current and future hunters will use to communicate, learn and interactAs Marshall McLuhan said prophetically way back in 1964 “The medium is the message” 



Overall skills - university vs. agency/NGO perspectives
Little dissonance, but losing skills
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So overall – summed all responses on all skills for all respondents parsed by academics and agency partners.Good news – very little dissonance (and mostly true for rest of survey)So, maybe practical dissonance not such an issue in the waterfowl worldBad news – 35-45% of feel that skills of current graduates are worse – less well trained



Our future professionals

• Need for strong skills in waterfowl & wetland 
ecology, field techniques, role of hunting

• Our graduates are less-well trained in these areas
• Quantitative skills are strong
• Need for more training in policy & communications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bottom line from our surveys



Why has the training faltered?
1) Millennials with different experiential backgrounds; 

(e.g., rural to urban)
2) Reduced university support for field-based classes 

and promotion of “online” education
3) Shift from population to ecosystems and less 

application
4) Loss of waterfowl & wetland faculty and programs
5) Faculty evaluated on grants and journal rankings





Accept and adapt
• Perhaps we are just dinosaurs of a 

culture that no longer resonates with 
society and our youth?

• Adapt our programs & training – holistic, 
ecosystem-based, general education?

• But …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perhaps we have to broaden or focus and accept that – like bob Dylan said – the times they are a changinMaybe, but … I can’t fully buy into docilely accepting this fundamental shift in our prioritiesDon’t forget what “brung you to the table”We firmly believe and are committed to the idea that there is still a great need and an important role for students trained specifically in waterfowl and wetland ecology – not just conservation biology writ largeAnd it is our land-grant responsibility to ensure that training for future generations



Bricker Chair in 
Wildlife Management
Texas Tech University

James C. Kennedy & David R. Grohne
Chair, Waterfowl & Wetlands 
Conservation, University of 

Wisconsin-Stevens Point

Dennis G. Raveling
Endowed Waterfowl 

Chair

C. Berdon and Rolanette Lawrence 
Chair in Waterfowl Research

Texas A&M-Kingsville 

James C. Kennedy
Chair in Waterfowl & 

Wetlands Conservation
Mississippi State University

Protect the base (drought-proof)
Endowed Chairs & Programs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We focus our conservation efforts on places that are critical for migrating waterfowl (breeding, migration, wintering grounds)Genesis of the JV concept.I would argue that we need to apply the same approach to protecting our critical training programs in those same areas vital to waterfowl and wetland conseravtio.Have established 7 Endowed chairs. AMAZING!!



Protect the base - Endowed Chairs 

Only 7 endowments of 32 current 
programs in North America

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BUT … Only 7 endowed programs of 32 programs and 37 professors that currently exist. Most faculty are >55 years of age, and no certainty that universities will backfill with waterfowl and wetlands expertise.  We must be proactive and find ways to preserve these niches.  Without these academic programs, who will produce next generations of scientists and stewards of waterfowl? Who will agencies and NGOs hire to fill positions in waterfowl and wetlands within their agency or company?And while the success of establishing 7 endowed chairs seems fantastic – and it is huge – there are still huge gaps that if we lose these positions, we will have lost the capacity to teach in train in waterfowl and wetland ecology in areas vital to the conservation of NA waterfowl	e.g. Prairie breeding grounds, Canada, Arctic and boreal forest, Midwest, Atlantic and Gulf Coast, among others



Re-tool university & community college 
teaching and training programs

• Need tractor drivers and program developers
• Managers and modelers
• Develop associate degrees 

B.S. (or Ph.D.) not for everyone
• Endowed Extension specialists to outreach 

science to landowners and public managers
• Hands-on boot camps / field training 
• Private sector

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to fundamentally rethink and retool our educational training programsWe need more than one flavor of waterfowl biologist and managerAnd we need to have program that focus on those different skills (no single program or institution can do itWe need to be looking ahead and be strategic about what those programs are, where they are and how to maintain them in perpetuity



Presenter
Presentation Notes
LSU students banding ducks in Ringelman’s waterfowl course.  Engaging students in hands-on field science.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar program at UCD (wood ducks)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Professor Rick Willy is one of Clemson's 4 H Extension Specialists, Clemson's shooting team coach and instructor of Clemson's hunting and shooting courses. Currently ~450 students per semester complete this course, ~900 students engage per academic year ACROSS ALL MAJORS. About 30% are female. 



Student Hunter Camp
California Waterfowl Association, Paul and Sandi Bonderson

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our storyNeed to educate future managersNot a recruitment effort per se – need to know who is caring for the resourc, where the passion comes from and why we careCamp for wildlife majors who have never hunted



Student Hunter Camp
California Waterfowl Association, Paul and Sandi Bonderson



Presenter
Presentation Notes
KEVIN’s CampTwo LSU undergraduates on their first waterfowl hunt.  Every wildlife ecology major is required to take senior-level wildlife techniques.  As an addendum to that course, we teach hunters safety, and provide 30+ guided waterfowl hunts and (unlimited) deer hunts for those who want that experience.Other schools – Delaware, CSU, Delta is developing a programNeed to spread these like a disease!



Student Hunter Camp
Honestly, I cried when I shot my first duck – she 
didn’t die immediately, but Jeff was kind enough to 
finish her off. She was still warm in my hands as I 
carried her back to the blind. I was blinking back 
tears as I was being congratulated on my first 
duck. 

But I didn’t exactly know how I felt – I had killed for 
the first time, and it made me a little sad. However, 
after a minute, I reminded myself that humans 
have been hunters for as long as we have been on 
this earth. I realized that I was for the first time, 
directly responsible for the meat I would later eat. 

At the end of the hunt, I had six ducks: four 
mallards, and two pintails! 






Student Hunter Camp
People say that you cannot put a price on nature, 
and until this weekend I would have agreed. But 
after this weekend’s experience, I have realized 
that putting a price on nature is the only way to 
save it. Hunters love and appreciate nature in an 
incredibly tangible way.  I had no idea how much 
single payer conservation efforts could 
accomplish. 

It might sound counterintuitive, but while hunting at 
Bird Haven ranch I felt more optimistic about our 
world’s future than I have in a long time.






Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a different world and a different generationIf we don’t find ways to engage, enthuse and embed and create true passion and dedication, we will lose the battle



Mud on the boots 
blood on the hands 

skin in the game
• We won’t sustain what we don’t care for

• We won’t care unless we obtain value from it

• We can’t value what we don’t know and 
don’t experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to invite next gen to partyHas to mean something to them (get value “blood on the hands, literally or metaphorically; not just intellectually) 



“Waterfowl, wetlands, and people who study and steward these 
treasures are critical “cogs and wheels” to conserve in perpetuity.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nearly a century has elapsed since formal study of waterfowl ecology and management has occurred in universities.  If Aldo Leopold and H. Albert Hochbaum were in this audience today, we believe they would agree we need to conserve these critical “cogs and wheels” in academia in perpetuity for reasons communicated here today. We have conveyed some opinions of faculty and professionals of what remains important today and what we need to ramp up to persist effectively and adaptively during this dynamic 21st century.  Waterfowl and wetlands resources will not persist in the absence of conservation and conservation doesn’t happen without skilled people who become skilled through education and experiences.  University administrations will not secure waterfowl and wetlands programs without our collaboration.  An effective strategy for sustainment and creation of new waterfowl and wetlands programs are through philanthropic endowments as has occurred at seven universities in the United States.  Who will mind the marsh?  Those educated and experienced through waterfowl and wetlands programs at universities and their partners, but these programs must persist and philanthropic endowment is an effective strategy.  There’s more to this profession nowadays than ‘mud on boots’ and birds on a ‘duck strap,’ but neither these nor the university ‘cogs and wheels’ of waterfowl and wetlands programs should ever disappear.



Who’s Minding the Marsh?

We are.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We areAnd we have a congressional responsibility and an ethical obligation to make sure that the next generation of waterfowl and wetland conservationists and professionals will be there, and will be well trained to mind the marsh when we pass on.



I’m outta
here!
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